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tober 18, 2002 ABSTRACTWe report the nal results of the searh for gravitationally lensed at-spetrum ra-dio soures found in the ombination of CLASS (Cosmi Lens All-Sky Survey) andJVAS (Jodrell-Bank VLA Astrometri Survey). VLA observations of 16,503 soureshave been made, resulting in the largest sample of arse-sale lens systems available.Contained within the 16,503 soures is a omplete sample of 11,685 soures hav-ing two-point spetral indies between 1.4 and 5 GHz atter than -0.5 and 5 GHzux densities 30 mJy. A subset of 8,958 soures form a well-dened statistialsample suitable for analysis of the lens statistis. We desribe the systemati pro-ess by whih 149 andidate lensed soures were piked from the statistial sampleon the basis of possessing multiple ompat omponents in the 0.2 arse-resolutionVLA maps. Candidates were followed up with 0.05 arse resolution MERLIN and0.003 arse VLBA observations at 5 GHz and rejeted as lens systems if they failedwell-dened surfae brightness and/or morphologial tests. To illustrate the andi-date elimination proess, we show examples of soures representative of partiularmorphologies that have been ruled out by the follow{up observations. One hundredand ninety four additional andidates, not in the well-dened sample, were also fol-lowed up. Maps for all the andidates an be found on the World Wide Web athttp://www.jb.man.a.uk/researh/gravlens/index.html. We summarize the proper-ties of eah of the 22 gravitational lens systems in JVAS/CLASS. Twelve are double-image systems, nine are four-image systems and one is a six-image system. Thir-teen onstitute a statistially well-dened sample giving a point-soure lensing rate of1:690190. The interpretation of the results in terms of the properties of the lensinggalaxy population and osmologial parameters will be published elsewhere.Key words: gravitation { galaxies: individual { gravitational lensing { radio ontin-uum: galaxies1 INTRODUCTIONGravitational lens systems play a vital role in the inves-tigation of the distribution of matter in individual galaxies and lusters (Kohanek, 1993; Kohanek, 1995; Rusin & Ma,2001; Keeton & Madau, 2001; Koopmans & Treu, 2002) andin the determination of the Hubble onstant, H0 (Refsdal 0000 RAS
2 I.W.A. Browne et al.1964), while statistial analyses of gravitational lens sur-veys an plae onstraints on the osmologial onstant, ,and the matter density, 
 [eg Turner 1990; Fukugita et al.,1992; Carroll, Press & Turner 1992; Kohanek 1996; Falo,Kohanek & Mun~oz 1998; Helbig et al., 1999; Maias-Perez,et al., 2000℄. When using lens statistis for osmology a ma-jor onern is the statistial ompleteness of the samples.For example, in optial searhes, lens systems an be missedif the lensing galaxy is bright ompared to the lensed im-ages or if extintion within the lens hides lensed images.Similarly, in radio searhes, the existene of extended radiostruture in the lensed soure on the sale of the expetedmultiple imaging an make lensing events diÆult to identifyreliably. Moreover, extended radio struture makes the lens-ing probabilities diÆult to assess sine they depend bothon the lens ross-setion and on the intrinsi extent of theradio soure being imaged. Creating a reliable and ompletesample of multiple-image lens systems is not easy.There are several ongoing or ompleted surveys forarseond{sale (i.e. individual galaxy mass) gravitationallenses that have led to the disovery of multiple{imagesystems?. The largest systemati optial searh was the HSTSnapshot survey, whih deteted 5 lens systems in a sampleof 502 highly luminous, quasars (e.g. Bahall et al., 1992,Maoz et al., 1993). The rst large sale radio survey wasthe MG-VLA survey (see Burke et al. 1993, Hewitt et al.,1992 for details), whih also disovered ve gravitational lenssystems. Sine there was no radio-spetral index seletionimposed on targets in the MG-VLA sample, some lensingevents may have been missed beause of the diÆulty of re-ognizing multiply-imaged single soures in a sample in whihmany of the steep-spetrum soures have intrinsially om-plex strutures (Kohanek & Lawrene 1990). However, suhsurveys do nd examples where radio lobes are lensed intorings and this has been exploited systematially by Lehar etal. (2001).In ontrast to the MG-VLA survey, the 2500 soureJodrell-Bank VLA Astrometri Survey (JVAS; Patnaik etal., 1992a, Browne et al., 1998, Wilkinson et al., 1998; Kinget al., 1999) was limited to targets with at radio spetra(   0:5 where S / ). This approah has several ad-vantages: Flat-spetrum radio soures have intrinsi struturesdominated by a single milliarse radio \ore". Thus a sourefound to have multiple ompat omponents, when observedwith 200 mas resolution, is automatially a strong lens an-didate Higher-resolution radio mapping of lens andidates withMERLIN and VLBI is a reliable way to disriminate betweenintrinsi struture and multiply-imaged ores. The probability of multiple imaging of radio ores ofangular extent  the lens Einstein radius depends only onthe lens ross-setion and not on the angular extent of thelensed objet. Many at-spetrum radio soures are quasars andtherefore at high redshift, thus maximizing the lensing prob-ability.? see the web site of the CfA Arizona Spae Telesope Lens Sur-vey (http://fa-www.harvard.edu/astles/) for a summary of theknown multiply-imaged systems and their properties
 Most at-spetrum radio soures are time variable and,if multiply-imaged, are suitable for time delay measurementsand hene Hubble onstant determination. Any bias arising from extintion in the lensing galaxy, amajor onern in assessing the ompleteness of optial lenssearhes, is eliminated. Any radio emission from the lensing galaxy is likely tobe faint and thus onfusion between lens and soure emis-sion is unlikely (in ontrast to the situation at optial wave-lengths). MERLIN and VLBI maps often reveal sub-struturewithin the lensed images on a sale  the Einstein radiuswhih provides extra onstraints on the lens mass-model.The JVAS survey led to the disovery of six lens sys-tems, ve new ones and one redisovery, (King et al., 1999).The Cosmi Lens All Sky Survey (CLASS) desribed hereused the JVAS approah and has extended it to muh largernumbers of targets and to weaker radio soures.In order to work on a muh larger sample of objets, aollaboration was initially formed between the University ofManhester group at the Jodrell Bank Observatory (JBO)and groups from the California Institute of Tehnology andin the Netherlands (Dwingeloo and Leiden University). TheCLASS team now omprises groups at JBO, California In-stitute of Tehnology, NRAO, STSI, CfA and Dwingeloo.CLASS has onentrated on the Northern hemisphere; a sur-vey with similar goals is being pursued by others in theSouth (Winn et al., 2000)The seletion of targets, the VLA observations and theiranalysis are desribed in full in the ompanion paper, My-ers et al. (2002), hereinafter Paper 1. In the present paperwe onentrate on the seletion of the lens andidates andthe follow up proedures; these proedures are very simi-lar to those used for JVAS and illustrated in Figure 1 ofKing et al. (1999). That gure is reprodued here in slightlymodied form (Figure 1). The andidate seletion, and thesubsequent rejetion of most of them, is disussed in somedetail to validate our laim that JVAS/CLASS have pro-dued reliable and omplete lens statistis whih an thenbe used to onstrain the parameters of osmologial models(Chae et al., 2002; hereinafter Paper 3). We list the andi-dates whih have been followed up and give the web address(http://www.jb.man.a.uk/researh/gravlens/index.html)where the MERLIN and VLBA maps an be found and ex-amined.2 PRIMARY SAMPLE SELECTION.Paper 1 gives full details of soure seletion and data anal-ysis; here we give only an abbreviated aount for om-pleteness. The nal CLASS omplete sample was seletedfrom the 5 GHz GB6 atalogue (Gregory et al., 1996) andthe NVSS 1.4 GHz atalogue (Condon et al., 1998). Start-ing with GB6 we piked soures stronger than 30 mJy andlooked for their ounterparts in NVSS, rejeting all thosewith two point spetral indies steeper than -0.5. The areaovered by GB6 is from delination 0Æ to 75Æ. To avoid diÆ-ulties with Galati extintion in optial follow up observa-tions or onfusion with extended Galati soures like plan-etary nebulae, only soures with jbj  10Æ were inluded.A total of 11,685 GB6 soures meet these seletion riteria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Figure 1. Flow diagram illustrating the fundamentals of the CLASS searh strategy. In some individual ases extra VLA, MERLIN andVLBI observations are made where neessary. Also optial observations were attempted for those andidates that looked very promising.No andidates were rulled out on the basis of optial observations alone. This methodology is very similar to that adopted for the JVASsearh (King et al., 1999).of whih all but 13 have been observed suessfullyy . The11,685 soures inlude 2000 JVAS soures and heneforthy Sine the GB6 and NVSS surveys did not exist at the outsetof the CLASS projet, the rst target soures were seleted usingslightly dierent riteria based on various ombination of 87GB(Gregory & Condon, 1991), the WENSS 325 MHz survey (Ren-gelink et al., 1997), the 365 MHz Texas survey (Douglas et al.,1996) and the NRAO 1.4 GHz survey White and Beker (1992).This means that during the dierent stages of the CLASS projeta signiant number of soures not in the nal omplete samplewere observed resulting in a total of 16,503 soures being observedwith the VLA (See Paper 1 for more details).
the \CLASS omplete sample" should be understood to on-tain JVAS soures as a subset. Eah soure seleted was ob-served with the VLA in its A-onguration at a frequeny of8.4 GHz resulting in a map with a resolution of 200 mas, anrms noise level of 0.2 mJy and a typial dynami range of 50 : 1. Even though the CLASS data have been olletedand redued over a period of many years, all have been beenreently re-edited, re-alibrated and re-mapped in a stan-dard manner to ensure uniformity of data quality. Furtherdetails of the VLA observations and their analysis are givenin Paper 1.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4 I.W.A. Browne et al.3 LENS CANDIDATE SELECTION.We looked for lens systems in whih there are multiple im-ages of a ompat, at radio spetrum, ore of a quasar ora radio galaxy. The ruial step in the whole survey proessis the seletion of andidates for higher-resolution follow upobservations. The method is then to use the higher reso-lution maps to distinguish multiply-imaged ompat oresfrom more extended, non-lensed, omponents, the assump-tion being that no radio soures have more than one om-pat VLBI ore within a few arsez. The whole andidateseletion and follow-up proess is illustrated in Figure 1. TheCLASS philosophy has been to follow up all objets meetingthe well-dened, and autious, seletion riteria listed below,even when our initial impression from the VLA maps wasthat they were very unlikely to be multiply imaged systems.It is beause of this metiulous follow-up proedure that webelieve that our lens sample is omplete within the sele-tion riteria. We reiterate that for our statistially ompletesample we are searhing only for multiply imaged ompatradio oresx. For andidates to be inluded in the systematifollow up they must meet the following riteria: The soure must have multiple ompat omponentseah with a gaussian diameter (FWHM) 170 mas whenobserved with the VLA at a resolution of 200 mas (but seebelow). The separation of the ompat omponents must be300 mas; the searh is urrently omplete out to a radius15 arse from the strongest omponent in the map. Resultsof the searh in the separation range 6 to 15 arse havealready been presented by Phillips et al (2001). The omponent ux density ratio must be 10:1. The sum of the 8.4 GHz ux densities of the omponentsmust be  20 mJy.The preise riteria adopted above were ditated by theinstrumental resolution and sensitivity of the VLA (see Pa-per 1) and the need to be ondent that the seletion of an-didates was both reliable and omplete within well-denedlimits. Four-image lens systems, at least those with sepa-rations 0.6 arse, are easier to identify than two-imagelens systems, sine quads have more eye-athing ongura-tions that are highly unlikely to be intrinsi to the targetsoure. The majority of andidates have two omponentsand these andidates required the appliation of our rigorousfollow-up protool to determine whether or not they werelensed images of a single soure. For harateristi separa-tions 0.6 arse, however, quads an mimi doubles whenobserved with 0.2 arse resolution. This is illustrated bythe CLASS B1555+375 system (Figure 2; Marlow et al.,1999a) where two merging images look like a single strongand extended primary omponent, the third image is justdeteted while the fourth image revealed by MERLIN (seez The fat that we only have one possible andidate \dark lens"(see Setion 6.3) supports out assumptionx We did not, of ourse, ignore obvious lens systems in whihlensed extended emission dominates; e.g 1938+666. Suh objetsshould not, however, be used in a statistial analysis of lensingrates sine the lensing probability depends both on the lens rosssetion and the intrinsi size of the lensed objet.
Figure 10) is too weak to show up on the original VLA nd-ing observations. For this reason we have taken speial areand followed up all soures whih resemble B1555+375. Inpartiular, we have followed up 27 small separation doublesin whih the strongest omponent does not formally satisfythe angular size 170 mas ondition. None of these extraandidates turned out to be lens systems.Beause of the adoption of the above riteria, the ef-fetive size of the sample from whih lens andidates areseleted is signiantly less than the 11,685 soures in theCLASS omplete sample. In Table 1 we give a breakdown ofthe soure numbers. The \CLASS statistial sample" whihshould be used in statistial analyses, ontains 8,958 objets.The present paper onentrates on the follow-up of 149 an-didates seleted from the 8,958 soures in the CLASS sta-tistial sample. These 149 andidates are listed in Table 2.The resulting sample of 13 lens systems will be referred toas the \statistially well-dened lens sample". Other souresnot in the omplete sample, but whih were observed withthe VLA as part of CLASS, have been treated in muh thesame manner for andidate seletion and a further 194 an-didates were followed up. Nine new lens systems have beendisovered in this way (see Table 4). In summary, we havefollowed up 343 (2.1%) of the 16,503 soures observed withthe VLA.Lens andidates were seleted in two ways, rst by vi-sual inspetion of the VLA maps in ombination with theanalysis of the automatially-generated results of the mod-elling of eah soure using the Calteh DIFferene MAP-ping pakage (DIFMAP; Shepherd, 1997); the models wereheked to make sure that the soure met the seletion ri-teria listed above (see Paper 1 for more details of the modeltting). This proess was repeated several times, and bydierent members of the CLASS ollaboration, for the en-tire survey. Seondly a list of andidates was also generatedautomatially from the DIFMAP model-t parameters us-ing a gure-of-merit based on how well the model param-eters onformed to the seletion riteria. This seond pro-ess served to ross-hek the manual seletion and to guardagainst missing andidates due to book-keeping errors. Allonrmed lens systems had a gure-of-merit well above thelimit that triggered follow-up observations exept for thevery ompat 4-image systems B0128+437 and B1555+375.As we have mentioned above, speial preautions were takennot to miss similar systems.The VLA disovery maps of the suessful andidatesare shown in Figure 3. Some unsuessful andidates aredisussed in the next setion.4 CANDIDATE FOLLOW{UPAs illustrated in Figure 1, we followed up andidates withstages of spatial ltering, systematially inreasing the ra-dio resolution until all andidates ould be lassied. Sinewe expet lensed images of the same objet to have the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MERLIN 
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Figure 2. The VLA 8.4 GHz nding map of the ompat 4-image lens system CLASS B1555+375 with the higher resolution MERLIN5 GHz map shown as an inset. Note how in the VLA map the 3 images merge to resemble a double soure with an extended ore or aore with a ompat jet. The map shown in Figure 10 shows all four images of the quad.Table 1. Breakdown of the numbers of soures in CLASS. The \bandwidth smeared" soures refer to a number of, mostly JVAS,observations where the VLA pointing position was more than one armin from the true position of the soure. Under these irumstanesompat omponents will appear artiially extended and an onfuse the reognition of lens andidates.Number of souresTotal number of pointings 16,503The CLASS omplete sample 11,685Failed observations 138.4 GHz ux density 20 mJy 2,418Bandwidth smeared 217Primary omponent170 mas 81The CLASS statistial sample 8,958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(rediscovery in the case of MG0414+0534)
Figure 3. VLA 8.4 GHz disovery maps of the 22 suessful lens andidates.same surfae brightness{ spetra and perentage polariza-tion, lens andidates were rejeted if: The surfae brightnesses of the putative lensed imageswere dierent by more than a (onservative) fator of 4. The struture revealed by the high resolution maps wasinonsistent with lensing; for example, the radio map showedtwo lobes and a bridge of emission joining them, or a oreplus a resolved knot in a faint underlying jet.{ Multipath sattering ourring in the inter-stellar medium ofthe lens an hange the measured surfae brightness as in forexample CLASS B1933+503 (Marlow et al., 1999b). However,sattering is a very strong funtion of observing frequeny and isunlikely to be a problem at frequenies of 5 GHz or higher.
 The spetral indies of the putative images and/or theirperentage polarizations at frequenies 8.4 GHz were verydierent (see below).We were onsious that for multiply-imaged variablesoures the eets of time delays ould make the spetral in-dies and polarizations of the images of the same ore appeardierent. In addition depolarization and Faraday rotation inthe ISM of the lensing galaxy ould aet the polarizationproperties of the images dierently. Thus we treated thesequantities with aution when it ame to rejeting andidates.Only if one omponent had an obviously steep spetrum, andtherefore was very unlikely to be variable, did we rejet aandidate on the basis of radio spetral index alone. Like-wise we disregarded perentage polarizations at frequenies<8.4 GHz where Faraday depolarization may be important.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CLASS lens andidates 7Even at 8.4 GHz and above we only rejeted on the basis ofperentage polarizations if the omponent polarization dif-fered by more than a fator of four.The rst step in the follow-up path for all andidateswas a snapshot observation with MERLIN at 5 GHz. Thetypial time spent on eah target was one hour with observa-tions made at four or ve widely spaed hour angles. Theseobservations enabled a map to be produed with a resolu-tion of 50 mas and a typial rms noise level of 0.2 mJy. Inabout 80% of the ases the maps were enough to rejet un-ambiguously the VLA-derived andidate. In the majority ofthese ases the extra resolution was suÆient to distinguishbetween the omponents on the grounds of dierent surfaebrightness. This was almost always in the sense that the se-ondary was resolved while the primary remained ompat.Sine the seondaries are usually several times weaker thanthe primaries this implies a large dierene in surfae bright-ness. From the MERLIN 5 GHz results omponents wereadjudged to be resolved if they had FWHM 40 mas. Forsome objets additional MERLIN observations at 1.7 GHzwere made and for others, mostly systems with omponentsseparated by more than 6 arse, multi-frequeny (1.4, 5,8.4, 15 and 22 GHz) VLA observations were made (Phillipset al., 2001).All andidates surviving the MERLIN lter were thenobserved with the VLBA at 5 GHz giving maps with a res-olution 3 mas and an rms noise level of 0.15 mJy. TheVLBA observations were again made in snapshot mode andtaken at four dierent hour angles. By this stage all buta handful of objets ould be lassied unambiguously; themajority ould either rejeted on the basis of the riteria setout above or shown to satisfy those riteria. All but threeof the remaining ambiguous andidates were nally lassi-ed on the basis of additional radio observations at dierentfrequenies. Those objets whih passed all the radio testswere regarded as \provisionally onrmed" lens systems.The emphasis of the follow-up then shifted from on-rmation to onsolidation. We sought optial and/or in-frared observations to try to detet the lensing galaxy,the lensed images, and to measure their redshifts. Imagingwith the HST and spetrosopy with the Kek Telesopeproved a powerful ombination. In all ases but one, that ofJ0831+524 (see below), these observations of the provision-ally onrmed lens systems strongly supported the onlu-sion reahed on the basis of the radio data alone. Of the 23andidates found to have two or more milliarseond at-spetrum radio omponents in the separation range 0.3 to 6arse, 22 are onrmed lens systems.The results of the follow-up of the 149 andidates inthe statistially well-dened sample are summarised in Ta-ble 2. For ompleteness it ontains entries for those JVASsoures belonging to the sample (marked with a ) alreadyreported by King et al. (1999). For the same reason, someof the 6 to 15 arse lens andidates (marked with a y) re-ported by Phillips et al. (2001) are inluded. The reasonswhy andidates were rejeted are indiated in olumns 4 to7.4.1 Disussion of individual andidatesIn this setion we illustrate the andidate follow-up proe-dure with some examples. We start with three simple ases
in whih rejetion of the andidate was straightforward afteronly one or two sets of follow-up observations. We then dis-uss in some detail three of the andidates whih required ex-tensive observations and still annot quite be ruled out withone hundred perent ertainty. The majority of andidateswere rejeted beause the surfae brightnesses as revealedby the high resolution maps of the putative lensed imageswere dierent. Sometimes, but not always, the onlusionto rejet on the basis of surfae brightness was reinforedby the seondary struture having a jet-like morphology.Other strutures whih are sometimes seen are CompatSymmetri Objets (CSOs) (Wilkinson et al., 1994; Fantiet al., 1995, Readhead et al,. 1996) or Medium SymmetriObjets (MSOs) (Augusto et al., 1998).4.1.1 Examples of andidates where rejetion isstraightforwardJ0448+098 Two well-separated and ompat omponentsof almost equal ux-density are seen in the VLA ndingmap. A MERLIN 5 GHz map (Figure 4) reveals low surfaebrightness emission lying between the two main omponentssuggesting that this is a MSO or, just possibly a one-sided3C273-like jet. Certainly the lensing hypothesis an be re-jeted for this system beause of the low brightness emissionbetween the more ompat outer omponents whih ouldnot be present if the outer omponents were lensed imagesof eah other.J0722+195 Both omponents of this 6:1 double areseen to be ompat in a MERLIN 5 GHz map with 50 masresolution (Figure 5). When observed with the VLBA atmilliarse resolution, however, the weaker seondary om-ponent was not deteted and thus is of muh lower surfaebrightness than the ompat primary. The nature of thisseondary omponent is not lear but it is not an image ofthe primary.J1411+006 In the VLA 8.4 GHz nding map (inset)two ompat omponents with a ux-density ratio of 5:1 andseparated by 1.4 arse are seen. The MERLIN 5 GHz map(Figure 6) shows the seondary to be of lower surfae bright-ness than the primary and, in addition, a new omponentis deteted between the two main ones suggesting that thestruture onsists of a ore and knots in a faint underlyingjet.4.1.2 Examples of diÆult andidatesThere were just three andidates after extensive observa-tions with MERLIN, VLBA and HST whih ould not beruled out as, or onrmed as, lensed systems with one hun-dred perent ertainty.J0307+106 The MERLIN 5 GHz map (Figure 7)shows two ompat radio omponents separated by 345 maswith a ux-density ratio of 6:1. Additional MERLIN andVLBA 1.7 and 5 GHz maps have been made and HST NIC-MOS (H) and WFPC2 (V and I) pitures have been ob-tained. Both radio images are dominated by ompat emis-sion even with the 3 mas resolution of the 5 GHz VLBAmaps. Both omponents also have at radio spetra overthe frequeny range 1.7 to 8.4 GHz. A relatively bright(H=16.7) ompat objet is deteted on the NICMOS pi-ture (Figure 7). Neither the NICMOS nor the WFPC data 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 4. MERLIN 5 GHz map of the rejeted lens andidate J0448+098. The VLA 8.4 GHz map is inset for omparisonshow any hint of the multiple omponents expeted if therewere both a lens and lensed images present. The strongestevidene against the hypothesis that J0307+106 is a lens sys-tem omes from a long trak VLBA observation at 1.7 GHz.The resulting map (Figure 7) shows that the weaker om-ponent has a jet-like feature pointing towards the strongeromponent. If it were a lens system this jet should be easilyvisible in the higher magniation northern image. However,it is surprising, in the non-lensing hypothesis, that both om-ponents are so ompat. The only way that the lensing hy-pothesis ould remain viable would be if the extended \jet"emission were assoiated with the lensing galaxy rather thanthe bakground, lensed, radio soure. Although the VLBAimage makes this seems highly unlikely, we annot rule outlensing for this soure with one hundred perent ertainty.
J0831+524 has been extensively followed up with bothradio and optial observations and disussed in detail byKoopmans et al. (2000a). In this ase MERLIN and VLBAmaps show two ompat omponents with a separation of2.85 arse. In all other ases (22 out of 23 in CLASS) theexistene of two or more suh omponents has been a re-liable indiator of lensing. However, though both ompo-nents have sub-mas struture, there is a hint that the weakeromponent is the more extended. Moreover, the radio spe-tral indies of the two omponents are signiantly dierent.Thus the radio evidene for lensing is not entirely onvin-ing. Optial/infrared emission is deteted from the region ofboth radio omponents but with a very dierent ux-densityratio, 16:1, ompared with the 2.8:1 observed at 8.4 GHz.We would not expet muh extintion of images in a rela- 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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40 mas
Not detected with VLBA
Figure 5. MERLIN 5 GHz map of the rejeted lens andidate J0722+195. The VLA 8.4 GHz map is shown as an inset in the bottomright hand orner. Also shown is the VLBA 5 GHz map of the stronger, eastern, omponent. In the VLBA observation the weaker,western, omponent is not seen.tively symmetrial lens system with an image separation of2.85 arse sine both light paths will pass 10 kp fromthe entre of the galaxy. The infrared images of the weakeromponent suggests that it is somewhat extended and thereis no evidene for a lensing galaxy at the expeted positionvisible in a one orbit H-band NICMOS piture. The au-mulated evidene therefore suggests that J0831+524 is not alens system and what we are seeing is two independent (butpossibly related) radio soures. There is a redshift of 2.064for the brighter optial ounterpart but none for the weaker(Koopmans et al., 2000a). If this system has nothing to dowith lensing, it is, nevertheless, highly unusual in present-ing two sub-mas omponents with a projeted separation ofgalati dimensions.
J0935+073 has a omponent separation of 370 masbut a ux-density ratio 22.6:1; hene it would not be partof the statistially well-dened lens sample, even if it were alens system. It has, nevertheless, been extensively followedup with radio and optial observations (King et al., 1999).Both omponents are deteted in a VLBA map at 5 GHz(Figure 8). This map shows that the strong primary ompo-nent resembles a CSO with its axis pointing approximatelytowards the weak seondary. Optially there is an emissionline galaxy, with a redshift of 0.28, at the position of theradio omponents (but the astrometry is not good enoughto identify whih omponent is oinident with the optialemission). There is also a detetion of a 260 mJy IRAS 60soure near the radio position.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Figure 6. MERLIN 5 GHz map of the rejeted lens andidate J1411+006. The 8.4 GHz vla map is inset for omparisonThe primary and seondary omponents are almost er-tainly related beause of their proximity and the fat thatthe primary points towards the seondary. In the lensing se-nario, however, one would not expet the radial strethingseen in the primary. Also the presene of a low-redshift AGNis naturally explained if it is the origin of the radio emissionbut having an AGN as the lens would have to be attributedto oinidene in the lensing hypothesis. The CSO-like radiostruture of the primary ts the senario of the whole sys-tem being assoiated with the AGN, though the seondaryradio omponent does not have an obvious interpretationin this piture. While we think gravitational lensing is anunlikely explanation for J0935+073 it still annot be om-pletely ruled out.
5 RESULTS OF FOLLOW-UP OBSERVATIONS:GRAVITATIONAL LENS SYSTEMSIn this setion we summarise the properties of the 13 gravita-tional lens systems ontained in the statistially well-denedCLASS lens sample (i.e. satisfying the riteria set out in Se-tion 2) and the nine additional lens systems that have beenfound in CLASS but whih do not satisfy the riteria for in-lusion in the statistially well-dened sample. In Table 3 welist the well-dened sample systems, their maximum imageseparation (), image multipliity (Nim), and the redshiftsof the bakground lensed soure (zs) and lensing galaxy (zl)where known. In Table 4 we list the nine other lens systems.Some of these are not members of the omplete sample (i.e.as dened by NVSS and GB6) while others were followed upsimply beause they \looked promising" even though they 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
CLASS lens andidates 11IAU name Coordinates Follow-up Reasons for rejetion NotesJ2000 J2000 telesope s.b. s.i. p. m.J0000+393 00 00 41.5259 +39 18 04.172 MERLIN X XJ0009+400 00 09 04.1723 +40 01 46.677 MERLIN XJ0010+490 00 10 02.3130 +49 01 58.584 MERLIN,VLBA XJ0026+351 00 26 41.7238 +35 08 42.24 MERLIN X Flux ratio 10:1J0028+17 00 28 30.0607 +17 07 44.715 MERLIN X XJ0058+141 00 58 17.8040 +14 10 48.173 MERLIN XJ0100+511 00 59 59.4186 +51 07 31.154 MERLIN,VLBA X X 300 masJ0101+115 01 01 28.2756 +11 35 31.495 MERLIN X 300 masJ0108+198 01 09 00.8921 +19 49 55.855 MERLIN,VLBA XJ0111+134 01 11 36.5675 +13 24 37.555 MERLIN XJ0112+379 01 12 00.2598 +37 59 31.559 MERLIN,VLBA XJ0138+293 01 38 35.3186 +29 22 04.493 MERLIN X XJ0152+338 01 52 34.5718 +33 50 33.232 MERLIN X XJ0210+211 02 10 59.9977 +21 10 54.641 MERLIN X 300 masJ0212+106 02 12 42.9722 +10 41 43.369 MERLIN X XJ0221+359 02 21 05.4729 +35 56 13.819 MERLIN,VLBA B0218+357:LENSJ0238+155 02 38 19.8898 +15 33 22.530 MERLIN XJ0255+026y 02 55 31.6461 +02 40 22.654 VLA X XJ0307+106 03 07 58.4529 +10 35 50.835 MERLIN,VLBA see Setion 4.1.2J0319+310 03 19 20.7206 +31 02 11.568 MERLIN XJ0422+157 04 22 53.6481 +15 47 33.688 MERLIN,VLBA XJ0430+063 04 30 12.5330 +06 20 33.373 MERLIN XJ0432+639 04 32 53.9461 +63 56 40.131 VLA XJ0448+124 04 48 21.9905 +12 27 55.388 MERLIN,VLBA,VLA B0445+123:LENSJ0448+098 04 48 21.7383 +09 50 51.480 MERLIN XJ0458+201 04 58 29.8665 +20 11 36.115 MERLIN XJ0537+645 05 37 52.3575 +64 34 11.649 MERLIN X XJ0552+726 05 52 52.9690 +72 40 44.995 MERLIN X XJ0558+534 05 58 11.8134 +53 28 17.664 MERLIN XJ0605+627 06 05 04.4474 +62 46 53.997 MERLIN XJ0635+519 06 35 12.3120 +51 57 01.788 MERLIN,VLBA B0631+519:LENSJ0641+356 06 41 35.8456 +35 39 57.728 MERLIN XJ0644+465 06 44 35.3632 +46 31 17.083 MERLIN XJ0656+324 06 56 33.6131 +32 28 30.091 MERLIN XJ0704+450 07 04 50.9609 +45 02 41.623 MERLIN XJ0706+531 07 06 07.3296 +53 09 55.157 MERLIN,VLBA X XJ0716+471 07 16 03.5799 +47 08 50.063 MERLIN,VLBA B0712+472 LENSJ0725+195 07 25 33.0763 +19 32 14.799 MERLIN,VLBA XJ0732+458 07 32 19.9471 +45 50 40.150 MERLIN XJ0734+165 07 33 59.6960 +16 31 05.760 MERLIN XJ0749+578 07 49 56.9552 +57 50 15.204 MERLIN XJ0753+094 07 53 51.9407 +09 24 19.760 MERLIN XJ0756+449 07 56 47.5367 +44 58 55.112 MERLIN X XJ0802+529 08 02 43.9915 +52 55 44.046 MERLIN,VLA X XJ0803+450 08 03 40.5128 +45 00 56.937 MERLIN XJ0812+406 08 12 03.0283 +40 41 08.205 MERLIN X Flux density ratio 10:1J0824+392 08 24 55.4803 +39 16 41.982 MERLIN X X XJ0828+569 08 28 16.3028 +56 59 30.062 MERLIN XJ0831+524 08 31 05.4790 +52 25 21.157 MERLIN,VLBA X see Setion 4.1.2J0832+424 08 32 48.4047 +42 24 59.131 MERLIN X X XJ0834+440 08 34 58.2033 +44 03 38.147 MERLIN X Flux density ratio 10:1J0840+193 08 40 44.7018 +19 19 11.608 MERLIN XJ0852+052 08 52 53.5725 +05 15 15.654 MERLIN,VLBA B0850+054:LENSJ0855+487 08 55 45.3300 +48 42 25.285 MERLIN XJ0856+046 08 56 17.9800 +04 38 41.550 MERLIN X XJ0903+468 09 03 03.9905 +46 51 04.133 MERLIN XJ0910+196 09 10 26.2070 +19 36 43.954 MERLIN X XJ0912+414 09 12 11.6157 +41 26 09.355 MERLIN XJ0921+716 09 21 23.9475 +71 36 12.311 MERLIN X X XJ0930+449 09 30 14.3955 +44 57 26.425 MERLIN XJ0935+073 09 35 01.0733 +07 19 18.660 MERLIN,VLBA X see Setion 4.1.2J0936+264 09 36 14.2430 +26 24 08.100 MERLIN XJ0949+662 09 49 12.1520 +66 14 59.671 MERLIN X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Figure 7. Radio and infrared images of J0307+106. Top row, left: MERLIN 5 GHz map of J0307+106 showing the two ompatomponents. Top row, right: The same MERLIN map overlayed on to the HST H-Band image of the eld obtained with NICMOS. Thereis no evidene of extension in the NICMOS image. It should be noted that the auray of the registration of the NICMOS and theMERLIN pitures is 0.5 arse so it is not possible identify whih, if any, of the radio omponents is oinident with the NICMOSobjet. Below: A naturally weighted 1.7 GHz VLBA map of J0307+106 restored with a 4 mas irular beam.did not meet one or more of the quantitative lensing riteriaset out in Setion 3. Redshifts for 16 of the lensing galaxiesand 11 of the lensed objets are available (see Table 3 andTable 4). MERLIN 5 GHz maps of eah of the 22 lens sys-tems are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. Eah individualsystem is desribed briey below.5.1 Desriptions of the individual lens systemsCLASS B0128+437Phillips et al. (2000) reported the disovery of this sys-tem. Infrared imaging observations made with UKIRT at2.2  show the lensing galaxy and evidene for the strongestlensed image. The lensed objet has a radio spetrum whihis strongly peaked at 1 GHz and hene has a spetral in-dex of steeper than -0.5 between 1.4 and 5 GHz, exludingit from the CLASS omplete sample. VLBI observations re-veal a wealth of omplex substruture in the lensed images.Of partiular interest is that in one of the images there is
no lear evidene for the ompat ore whih is present inall the other images. This suggests that the image may besatter broadened (See setion 6.2 and Biggs et al., in prepa-ration). Barvainis & Ivison (2002) report an upper limit of7 mJy to the 850  ux density.CLASS B0218+357Patnaik et al. (1993) reported that B0218+357 is a grav-itationally lensed system. Further observations made withthe VLA, MERLIN and VLBI were presented by Patnaiket al. (1993), Patnaik, Poras & Browne (1995) and Biggset al. (2002) show that the lensed images ontain extensivesubstruture. These at-spetrum images are separated by335 mas and the stronger is surrounded by a steep-spetrumEinstein ring of diameter 335 mas. The radio variability ofthe ompat images has allowed a time delay of 10.40.4days (95% ondene) to be measured (Biggs et al., 1999;Cohen et al., 2000). The lens is a spiral galaxy whih givesrise to many radio absorption lines in the spetrum of thelensed soure (eg. Menten & Reid 1996, Wiklind & Combes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Figure 8. A naturally weighted 5 GHz VLBA map of J0935+073 restored with a 3 mas irular beam.1995, Carilli, Rupen & Yanny, 1993). Heavy extintion in thelensing galaxy means that the stronger radio image is thefainter at optial and infrared wavelengths (Jakson, Xan-thopoulos & Browne, 2000).MG 0414+0534The four{image system B0411+054 (most often referredto by its J2000 IAU name MG0414+0534) was disoveredduring the MIT lens survey (Turner et al., 1989, Hewitt etal., 1992, Burke et al., 1993), and re-disovered in the ourseof the JVAS. It is not part of the statistially well-denedsample as its radio spetrum is too steep to meet the sele-tion riteria. The system has been deteted at 850  and450  with ux densities of 25.3 mJy and 66 mJy, respe-tively, by Barvainis & Ivison (2002).CLASS B0445+123
This is one of the most reent CLASS lens systems tobe disovered (Argo et al.,, 2002). The two main images areompat on VLBA sales (3 mas) but there is large-salelow surfae brightness struture seen in MERLIN and VLBAmaps whih means that it should be possible to obtain use-ful observational onstraints on the mass model. An optialimage has been obtained with the WHT whih shows an ex-tended emission whih may be a ombination of the lens andlensed images. A redshift of 0.557 has been measured from aKek spetrum obtained by MKean et al. (in preparation).CLASS B0631+519B0631+519 is also a reent disovery (York et al., inpreparation). Like B0445+123, it has muh radio struturevisible on the sale of tenths of an arseond in additionto the two main images. VLBA observations show that the 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 9. MERLIN 5 GHz maps of CLASS lens systems. Members of the statistially weel-dened sample are marked with an asterisk 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
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Figure 10. MERLIN 5 GHz maps of CLASS lens systems.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16 I.W.A. Browne et al.IAU name Coordinates Follow-up Reasons for rejetion NotesJ2000 J2000 telesope s.b. s.i. p. m.J0958+298y 09 58 58.9469 +29 48 04.179 Optial Independent quasars (Lehar et al)J1000+278y 10 00 29.1481 +27 52 12.168 Optial Independent quasars (Phillips et al)J1012+331 10 12 11.4526 +33 09 26.414 VLA X XJ1034+594 10 34 34.2393 +59 24 45.846 MERLIN X XJ1040+036 10 40 37.4577 +03 41 59.774 MERLIN XJ1124+167 11 25 00.6294 +16 44 08.145 MERLIN XJ1131+517 11 31 16.4545 +51 46 34.276 MERLIN,VLA X XJ1132+604 11 32 58.7470 +60 29 57.151 MERLIN XJ1144+221 11 44 17.8365 +22 07 53.627 MERLIN XJ1155+196 11 55 18.3002 +19 39 42.234 MERLIN,VLBA B1152+199:LENSJ1213+131 12 13 32.1554 +13 07 20.556 MERLIN XJ1217+490 12 17 49.5808 +49 02 04.571 MERLIN X XJ1236+393 12 36 51.4519 +39 20 27.850 MERLIN X X X XJ1240+262y 12 40 02.1435 +26 17 20.687 VLA XJ1246+001 12 46 02.8349 +00 07 55.144 MERLIN XJ1247+214 12 47 53.8655 +21 27 58.114 MERLIN,VLBA X X Component separation300 masJ1252+191 12 52 27.8405 +19 10 38.182 MERLIN XJ1255+614 12 55 45.0142 +61 24 50.872 MERLIN X XJ1312+735 13 12 48.2953 +73 35 40.634 MERLIN XJ1314+087 13 14 03.1904 +08 42 09.056 MERLIN XJ1317+344 13 17 36.4935 +34 25 15.923 MERLIN X X XJ1326+607y 13 26 43.9112 +60 42 21.591 VLA XJ1329+108 13 29 01.4188 +10 53 04.799 MERLIN XJ1330+138 13 30 54.1248 +13 51 03.064 MERLIN X XJ1401+152 14 01 35.5502 +15 13 25.638 MERLIN,VLBA B1359+154:LENSJ1402+037 14 02 24.8410 +03 42 26.588 MERLIN XJ1411+006 14 11 07.8383 +00 36 07.200 MERLIN X XJ1423+246 14 23 35.4922 +24 36 20.566 MERLIN X XJ1424+229 14 24 38.0544 +22 56 00.036 MERLIN,VLBA B1422+231:LENSJ1429+541 14 29 21.8824 +54 06 11.215 MERLIN X XJ1431+731 14 31 56.2148 +73 10 40.887 MERLIN XJ1432+363 14 32 39.8290 +36 18 07.946 MERLIN X Flux density ratio 10:1J1440+059 14 40 17.9825 +05 56 34.090 MERLIN XJ1442+526 14 42 19.4588 +52 36 21.706 MERLIN X XJ1446+144 14 46 42.3720 +14 28 01.458 VLA XJ1452+099 14 52 25.5265 +09 55 46.607 MERLIN,VLBA XJ1501+563 15 01 24.6325 +56 19 49.655 MERLIN X XJ1514+509 15 14 01.4944 +50 54 29.847 MERLIN X XJ1521+312 15 21 01.2836 +31 15 37.961 MERLIN X Flux density ratio 10:1J1528+058 15 28 44.5754 +05 52 17.402 VLBA XJ1540+147 15 40 49.4620 +14 47 45.959 MERLIN XJ1545+529 15 45 04.9061 +52 59 25.475 MERLIN XJ1546+082 15 46 00.6754 +08 15 03.076 MERLIN,VLBA XJ1546+448 15 46 04.4211 +44 49 10.529 MERLIN XJ1609+655 16 09 13.9581 +65 32 28.975 MERLIN,VLBA B1608+656:LENSJ1621+099 16 21 39.3805 +09 59 20.538 MERLIN XJ1625+408 16 25 10.3249 +40 53 34.339 MERLIN XJ1631+449 16 31 32.3744 +44 58 49.303 MERLIN,VLBA XJ1641+512 16 41 55.7387 +51 15 46.884 MERLIN X X Flux density ratio 10:1J1657+260 16 57 14.2163 +26 00 28.949 MERLIN Component separation300 masJ1702+552 17 02 34.5570 +55 11 12.432 MERLIN,VLA XJ1707+232 17 07 25.4544 +23 12 21.584 MERLIN,VLBA XJ1708+110 17 08 25.9547 +11 04 53.091 MERLIN XJ1722+561 17 22 58.0083 +56 11 22.320 MERLIN X XJ1724+045 17 24 52.0601 +04 35 00.390 MERLIN X XJ1724+453 17 24 35.4501 +45 20 14.909 MERLIN XJ1726+399 17 26 32.6614 +39 57 02.178 MERLIN X X XJ1750+153 17 50 05.0697 +15 18 42.871 MERLIN Xmost magnied image is irumferentially strethed and on-sists of four ompat sub-omponents. Two galaxies, a lowredshift emission-line galaxy plus a higher redshift elliptial,have been identied spetrosopially in the system (MK- ean et al., in preparation); together these galaxies probablyat as the lens.CLASS B0712+472Jakson et al. (1998a) reported the disovery of the 4-image system B0712+472. The lensed objet has a broad 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
CLASS lens andidates 17IAU name Coordinates Follow-up Reasons for rejetion NotesJ2000 J2000 telesope s.b. s.i. p. m.J1802+268 18 02 32.3014 +26 53 28.963 MERLIN XJ1819+307 18 19 01.4108 +30 42 23.871 MERLIN XJ1821+359 18 21 40.0122 +35 57 56.445 MERLIN XJ1835+490 18 35 21.8102 +49 04 43.612 MERLIN,VLA X XJ1836+183 18 36 15.6844 +18 23 49.768 MERLIN,VLBA XJ1928+421 19 28 21.7712 +42 06 21.566 MERLIN XJ1934+504 19 34 30.8954 +50 25 23.213 MERLIN,VLBA B1933+503:LENSJ1937+648 19 37 12.0854 +64 52 20.881 MERLIN XJ1947+678 19 47 36.2599 +67 50 16.928 MERLIN,VLBA X XJ2030+086 20 30 04.3844 +08 39 37.536 MERLIN XJ2047+267 20 47 20.2885 +26 44 02.699 MERLIN,VLBA B2045+265:LENSJ2049+127 20 49 14.4502 +12 46 42.049 MERLIN,VLBA XJ2049+073y 20 49 53.8362 +07 18 59.440 MERLIN XJ2116+024 21 16 50.7461 +02 25 46.462 MERLIN,VLBA B2114+022:LENSJ2125+328 21 25 18.8461 +32 52 03.907 MERLIN XJ2127+103 21 27 25.2300 +10 18 45.700 MERLIN XJ2139+190 21 39 49.5744 +19 04 34.068 MERLIN X XJ2200+105 22 00 07.9332 +10 30 07.798 MERLIN XJ2209+359 22 09 45.3360 +35 56 01.017 MERLIN X XJ2220+264 22 20 22.0922 +26 28 04.490 MERLIN XJ2241+288 22 41 14.2516 +28 52 20.119 MERLIN XJ2250+461 22 50 55.3802 +46 06 34.478 MERLIN,VLA XJ2255+434y 22 55 11.2587 +43 28 22.359 MERLIN X XJ2321+454 23 21 09.0308 +45 25 42.439 VLA XJ2321+054 23 21 40.8044 +05 27 37.210 MERLIN,VLBA B2319+051:LENSJ2344+278 23 44 37.0557 +27 48 35.422 MERLIN X X XJ2355+228 23 55 27.4704 +22 53 18.093 MERLIN XJ2358+393 23 58 59.8442 +39 22 28.322 MERLIN X XTable 2. 149 andidates for gravitationally lensed soures seleted from the CLASS omplete sample: the rst and seond olumns showthe J2000 IAU names and J2000 oordinates respetively. Soures marked with a  are JVAS objets and have already been reported byKing et al. (1999). Soures marked with a y have been reported by Phillips et al. (2001) and have omponent separations in the range6 to 15 arse. In olumn 3 the instruments used for the follow-up observations are listed. Columns 4 through 7 indiate the reasonsbehind the rejetion of andidates after the follow-up observations; the surfae brightnesses (s.b.), spetral indies (s.i.) and polarisations(p.) of eah andidate's omponents are ompared in olumns 4 through 6 respetively, and marked with a X where they are suÆientlydissimilar to rule out the andidate as a lens system. An X in olumn 7 shows that there was a morphologial (m.) reason for ruling outthe andidate. Notes on individual objets are given in olumn 8.Table 3. Gravitational lenses in the CLASS statistially well-dened sample. Column 1, B1950.0 name; Columns 2 & 3, J2000.0oordinates; Column 4, the origin of the system; Columns 5 & 6, soure and lens redshifts respetively; Column 7, the maximum imageseparation given in arse; Column 8 the ratio of the ux densities of the images (for the doubles only); Column 9, the number of images.The redshift referenes are; 1Lawrene (1996), 2Browne et al. (1993), 3Jakson et al. (1998), 4Fassnaht & Cohen (1998),5Myers et al.(1999), 6Patnaik et al. (1992b), 7Kundi et al. (1997), 8Fassnaht et al. (1996), 9Myers et al. (1995), 10Norbury et al. (2002), 11Sykes etal. (1998), 12Fassnaht et al. (1999a), 13Augusto et al. (2001), 14Lubin et al. (2000), 15Argo et al. (2002), 16Biggs et al. (2003).1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9B0218+357 02 21 05.4729 +35 56 13.819 JVAS 0.961 0.682 0.334 3.8 2B0445+123 04 48 21.9905 +12 27 55.388 CLASS 0.55715 1.33 7.3 2B0631+519 06 35 12.3120 +51 57 01.788 CLASS 1.16 6.6 2B0712+472 07 16 03.5799 +47 08 50.063 CLASS 1.343 0.414 1.27 - 4B0850+054 08 52 53.5725 +05 15 15.654 CLASS 0.5916 0.68 6.9 2B1152+199 11 55 18.3002 +19 39 42.234 CLASS 1.0135 0.4355 1.56 3.0 2B1359+154 14 01 35.5502 +15 13 25.638 CLASS 3.2145 - 1.65 - 6B1422+231 14 24 38.0544 +22 56 00.036 JVAS 3.626 0.347 1.28 - 4B1608+656 16 09 13.9581 +65 32 28.975 CLASS 1.398 0.649 2.08 - 4B1933+503 19 34 30.8954 +50 25 23.213 CLASS 2.6210 0.75511 1.17 - 4B2045+265 20 47 20.2885 +26 44 02.699 CLASS 1.2812 0.86712 1.86 - 4B2114+022 21 16 50.7461 +02 25 46.462 JVAS - 0.32/0.5913 2.57 3.0 2?B2319+051 23 21 40.8044 +05 27 37.210 CLASS - 0.624/0.58814 1.36 5.7 2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18 I.W.A. Browne et al.Table 4. Additional gravitational lens systems found in CLASS. Column 1, B1950.0 name; Columns 2 & 3, J2000.0 oordinates; Column4, the origin of the system; Columns 5 & 6, soure and lens redshifts respetively; Column 7, the maximum image separation givenin arse; Column 8 the ratio of the ux densities of the images (for the doubles only); Column 9, the number of images; Column 10,the reason why eah lens does not meet the riteria to be inluded in the statistially well-dened sample: 1 { not a member of theCLASS omplete sample, 2 { the ux density ratio of the images is 10:1, 3 { the objet is only reognized as being lensed by virtueof its extended radio emission, 4 { the sum of the image ux densities at 8.4 GHz is 20 mJy. The image separation is given in arse.Referenes to redshifts are :1Lawrene, Cohen & Oke (1995), 2Tonry and Kohanek (1999), 3Fassnaht & Cohen (1998), 4Tonry andKohanek (2000), 5Koopmans et al., in preparation (2002).1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10B0128+437 01 31 13.405 43 58 13.140 CLASS 0.54 - 4 1B0414+054 04 14 37.770 05 34 42.361 MIT/JVAS 2.621 0.962 2.09 - 4 1B0739+365 07 42 51.169 36 34 43.638 CLASS - - 0.53 6.4 2 1B1030+074 10 33 34.025 07 11 26.122 JVAS 1.533 0.5993 1.56 15 2 2B1127+385 11 30 00.099 38 12 03.091 CLASS - - 0.70 1.2 2 1B1555+375 15 57 11.940 37 21 35.970 CLASS - - 0.43 - 4 1B1600+434 16 01 40.500 43 16 44.000 CLASS 1.573 0.4153 1.39 1.2 2 1B1938+666 19 38 25.290 66 48 52.960 JVAS - 0.8784 0.93 - 4 3B2108+213 21 10 54.140 21 30 59.100 CLASS - 0.3655 4.55 2.3 3? 4emission line suggesting that it is a quasar but the abso-lute magnitude Mv of -21.6 implies a subluminous objet.HST NICMOS images in H show the AGN host galaxy emis-sion strethed into ars (Jakson, Xanthopoulos & Browne,2000). Barvainis & Ivison (2002) measure an 850 ux den-sity of 7.5 mJy. Fassnaht & Lubin (2002) have identieda foreground group of galaxies whih will ontribute someexternal shear to the mass model.CLASS B0739+366The GB6 5 GHz ux density of B0739+366 is 30 mJyand therefore the soure is not in the CLASS omplete sam-ple. The disovery of the system is reported in Marlow et al.(2001). HST WFPC2 and NICMOS pitures show the lensand the two lensed images. Barvainis & Ivison (2002) mea-sure 850  and 450  ux densities of 28.8 mJy and 71 mJy,respetively.CLASS B0850+054B0850+054 is a two-image system (Biggs et al., 2003).VLBA observations at 5 GHz show that the stronger A-image is tangentially strethed over 20 mas and has atleast 5 sub-omponents suggesting it is a CSO. The weakerimage is radially strethed but the resolution of the existingVLBA map is not high enough to show the individual sub-omponents. UKIRT observations in the K band (Biggs etal., in press) show both the lens and the strongest lensed im-age. Spetrosopi observation with Kek give a redshift of0.59 for the lensing galaxy (MKean et al., in preparation).CLASS B1030+074The B1030+074 system was rst desribed by Xan-thopoulos et al. (1998). The ratio of ux densities of thetwo images is 15:1 and hene it does not satisfy the ri-teria for it to be a member of the statistially well-denedsample. The strongest image has a well-dened jet but itsounterpart in the de-magnied image is hard to see. Thelensing galaxy and lensed images are seen in HST observa-tions (Jakson, Xanthopoulos & Browne, 2000). The lensinggalaxy has a weak ompanion or an asymmetri extension.Flux density monitoring with the VLA has failed to yield atime delay (Xanthopoulos et al., in preparation).CLASS B1127+385
B1127+385 is not part of the CLASS omplete samplebeause its GB6 5 GHz ux density is 29 mJy and the sam-ple limit is 30 mJy. The disovery of this 2-image systemis reported by Koopmans et al. (1999). In addition to thelensed images, two lensing galaxies separated by 0.6 arseare seen in HST images. The system is deteted by Barvainis& Ivison (2002) at 850  with a ux density of 13.9 mJy.CLASS B1152+199Myers et al. (1999) reported the disovery of this two-image lens system. It has been deteted as an X-ray sourein the northern ROSAT All-Sky Survey (Brinkman et al.,1997). The weaker image is highly obsured by the lensinggalaxy. HST pitures show the lensing galaxy whih has afaint ompanion and VLBI observations show that both ra-dio images onsist of a ompat ore and a jet (Rusin et al.,2002). The system has been observed at 850  by Barvai-nis & Ivison and an upper limit of 6.4 mJy put on its uxdensity.CLASS B1359+154With six lensed images of the same soure, B1359+154is unique amongst lens systems disovered so far (Myers etal., 1999; Rusin et al., 2001a). This onguration is the resultof a partiularly omplex deetor, whih onsists of threegalaxies forming the ore of a ompat galaxy group (Rusinet al., 2000; Rusin et al., 2001a). Barvainis & Ivison (2002)measure 850  and 450  ux densities of 11.5 mJy and39 mJy. respetively.CLASS B1422+231The disovery of B1422+231 as a gravitational lenssystem was reported by Patnaik et al. (1992b). Kundi etal. (1997) reported spetrosopy, near-infrared and optialphotometry showing that the main lensing galaxy and venearby galaxies belong to a ompat group at redshift 0.338.Observations of the milliarseond polarization struture ofthe lensed images have been disussed by Patnaik et al.(1999) and a tentative time delay derived from VLA moni-toring has been determined by Patnaik & Narasimha (2001).The system has been deteted in X-rays (Chartas, 2000;Reeves & Turner, 2000).CLASS B1555+375  0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000
CLASS lens andidates 19Marlow et al., (1999a) reported the disovery of this sys-tem. B1555+375 is not part of the CLASS omplete samplebeause its GB6 5 GHz ux density is 27 mJy and the samplelimit is 30 mJy. Optial imaging with the Kek II Telesopeat R band shows a faint extended objet also seen in theHST I image. We estimate the ombined emission from thelens and bakground soure to be R = 25 mag. Observa-tions at H band with the William Hershel Telesope alsodeteted this extended objet. The ombined lens and bak-ground soure magnitude was measured to be H = 19 mag.Barvainis & Ivison (2002) measure an upper limit of 6.5 mJyto the 850  ux density.CLASS B1600+434Jakson et al. (1995) reported the disovery ofB1600+434. It is the learest example of lensing by a spiralgalaxy, whih in this ase is seen edge-on (Jaunsen & Hjorth,1997; Koopmans, de Bruyn & Jakson, 1998). A radio timedelay of 476 days between the two images has been mea-sured by Koopmans et al. (2000b) and an optial delay of514 days has been reported by Burud et al. (2000). Radiomirolensing has been disovered by Koopmans & de Bruyn(2000). The 5 GHz ux density of the soure has been delin-ing, ausing it to drop out of the CLASS omplete sampledue to the hange in ux density between 87GB and themore reent GB6 survey. Barvainis & Ivison (2002) measurea 850  ux density of 7.3 mJy.CLASS B1608+656B1608+656 is a 4-image lens system (Myers et al., 1995)in whih the ore of an extended radio galaxy with a poststarburst spetrum (Fassnaht et al., 1996) is multiply im-aged (Snellen et al., 1995). HST observations reveal the hostgalaxy of the lensed objet strethed into extensive ars(Jakson, Nair & Browne, 1998). The lens seems to onsistof two galaxies. Time delays between the four radio imageshave been determined with VLA monitoring observationsby Fassnaht et al. (1999b,2002) (see Table 5). Barvainis &Ivison (2002) measure a 850  ux density of 8.1 mJy.CLASS B1933+503The lensed objet in B1933+503 is a triple radio soure(an MSO); two of the omponents of the triple are quadruplyimaged while the third is doubly imaged (Sykes et al., 1998;Marlow et al., 2000). The soure shows rih milliarse-salestruture and, sine many lines of sight through the lens-ing galaxy are sampled, it is an exellent system on whihto test mass models (Nair, 1998: Cohn et al., 2001). An at-tempt has been made to measure a time delay using VLAobservations but was unsuessful owing to a lak of sourevariability (Biggs et al., 2000). Two of the lensed images aredeteted with NICMOS (Marlow et al., 1999b), the othertwo being presumed hidden due to extintion in the lensinggalaxy. Interestingly, the same two radio images appear tosuer satter broadening in the ISM of the lensing galaxy(Marlow et al., 1999b). Chapman et al. (1999) report the de-tetion of the system at 850  and 450  with ux densitiesof 24 mJy and 114 mJy, respetively, and suggest that thelensed objet is a dusty quasar. A redshift of 2.62 has beenreently determined for the lensed objet (Norbury, Jakson& Kerr, in preparation).CLASS B1938+666The disovery of B1938+666 was reported by King et al.
(1997). It was reognized as a lensed system by virtue of itsextended ars of radio emission and therefore is not inludedin the statistially well-dened sample of lens systems. TheNICMOS image of the system reveals an almost perfet Ein-stein ring with the lensing galaxy in the entre (King et al.,1998). Barvainis & Ivison (2002) measure 850  and 450 ux densities of 34.6 mJy and 126 mJy, respetively.CLASS B2045+265Fassnaht et al. (1999a) reported the disovery of this4-image lens system. A fth radio omponent is deteted butit has a dierent radio spetrum from the four others and istherefore likely to be radio emission from the lensing galaxyitself. The lens has an optial spetrum resembling that ofan Sa galaxy (Fassnaht et al., 1999a). HST observationsshow the lensed images and the lensing galaxy. Barvainis &Ivison (2002) measure an upper limit of 3.7 mJy to the 850 ux density.CLASS B2108+213With an image separation of 4.6 arse, B2108+213is the widest separation lens system in the CLASS survey(MKean et al., in preparation). Observations with the KekTelesope show optial ounterparts to the radio images aswell as the main lensing galaxy at a redshift of 0.365 (Koop-mans et al., in preparation). A ompanion galaxy withinthe Einstein radius is also deteted and, possibly, a lusterof faint red objets. As well as the two main radio images,the strongest of whih shows some faint extension in VLBAmaps, there is a third, 1.5 mJy radio omponent whih is ei-ther a third image or emission from the lensing galaxy. Thelatter interpretation is favoured sine the omponent seemsto have an angular size of 50 mas in a MERLIN 5 GHzmap. The sum of the 8.4 GHz ux densities of the imagesis <20 mJy, thus B2108+213 is not part of the statistiallywell-dened sample.CLASS B2114+022B2114+022 is the most enigmati of the CLASS lenssystems. Its disovery is reported in Augusto et al. (2001)and lens modelling is disussed in the ompanion paper byChae, Mao & Augusto (2001). The radio maps show fourompat omponents within 2.6 arse of eah other butnot in an obvious lensing onguration. Two of the ompo-nents have inverted radio spetra and two have signiantlysteeper spetral indies. VLBI maps show that the formertwo omponents have a muh lower surfae brightness thanthe latter supporting the view that all four omponents an-not be images of the same objet. Two potential lensinggalaxies are deteted with redshifts of 0.3157 and 0.5883but no optial emission from any of the ompat radio om-ponents has been deteted in either HST WFPC or HSTNICMOS pitures. The most likely senario is that two im-ages of a distant soure are being deteted together with tworadio omponents assoiated with the lower redshift galaxywhih has a starburst spetrum. Barvainis & Ivison (2002)measure an upper limit of 4.3 mJy to the 850  ux density.CLASS B2319+051Rusin et al. (2001b) have desribed the lens systemB2319+051. VLBA observations resolve the two imagesinto a pair of parity-reversed sub-omponents separated by20 mas in the stronger image and 7 mas in the weaker. HSTand ground-based optial observations reveal a primary lens-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20 I.W.A. Browne et al.ing galaxy at a redshift of 0.624 and another galaxy 3.4 ar-se away with a redshift of 0.588 (Lubin et al., 2000). Nooptial emission has been seen from the lensed images. Bar-vainis & Ivison (2002) measure 850  and 450  ux densitiesof 3.9 mJy and 40 mJy, respetively.6 DISCUSSIONIn this setion we disuss some of the basi statistial proper-ties of the CLASS lens systems. First, however, we reiteratethe numbers of objets in the dierent CLASS subsamplessine these numbers are fundamental to the alulation ofthe point-soure lensing rate. The CLASS omplete sampleof at-spetrum radio soures, derived from GB6 and NVSSontains 11,685 objets. However, to be on the list fromwhih the 149 lens andidates were seleted these souresneed to satisfy additional onditions (See Table 1), mostimportantly having a total deteted 8.4 GHz ux density20 mJy. Hene the CLASS statistial sample used in thesubsequent analysis and that of Paper 3 onsists of 8,958objets.6.1 The overall lensing rate and the relativenumbers of quads and doublesOur searh for multiply-imaged gravitational lens systemsin a well-dened sample of at-spetrum radio soures isomplete in the speied range of parameter spae; i.e. im-age separation between 0.3 and 15 arse and ux densityratio 10:1. There are 13 lens systems meeting these ri-teria amongst the 8,958 soures in the well-dened parentsample. Thus the point-soure lensing rate is 1 in 690190with the error being derived on the basis of Poisson statis-tis. The lensing rate amongst the remaining, less tightlyseleted, CLASS targets is similar (9 out of 5200; i.e.1:600). This lensing rate depends on the seletion riteria;we miss some systems beause we restrit the image sepa-rations to be 0.3 arse and some beause we require theimage ux density ratios for double systems to be 10:1.We have made preditions of the eet of these riteria as-suming the best-t models in at Universe models found inPaper 3. Ignoring image separations <300 mas will lead usto miss between 13 and 17 % of the systems, the exat valuedepending somewhat on the details of the luminosity fun-tions adopted for the spiral and elliptial lensing galaxies.Restriting our searh to separations >300 mas systemati-ally selets against spiral lenses (Turner, Ostriker & Gott,1984; Augusto & Wilkinson, 2001).The perentage of double systems k missed due to ig-noring andidates with image ux density ratios >10:1 is ex-peted to be 37%, the exat value depending on the distri-bution of elliptiities in the lensing galaxy population. Thisalulation assumes a slope of -2.07 for the dierential num-ber/ux density relation above 30 mJy and a slope of -1.97below 30 mJy. We know of one CLASS system B1030+074with a ux density ratio >10:1 whih has been exludedk The strongest images of quad systems always have ux densityratios <3:1; Shude Mao, personal ommuniation.
from the statistially well-dened lens sample for this rea-son. Sine we have followed up many other high ux-ratioandidates without nding any more suh lens systems, weregard 37% as an upper limit to the perentage of doublesystems exluded for this reason.It is also interesting to look at the relative numbers of 5-image systems (seen as quads) and of 3-image systems (seenas doubles). In the statistially well-dened sample thereare six quads?? and seven doubles. If we onsider all the22 systems found in CLASS then we nd 10 quads and 12doubles. This is a higher fration of quads than the 0.25 ex-peted on the basis of simple models (King & Browne, 1996;Kohanek, 1996) and is also higher than found amongstnon-CLASS lens systems. For example, amongst the non-CLASS lenses listed on the CASTLES web page (http://fa-www.harvard.edu/astles/; Falo et al., 2001) there are ninequads and 32 doubles. However, the CLASS results are likelyto be more reliable beause they do not have the unknownseletion biases that are suered by the heterogeneous groupof known lens systems. Rusin and Tegmark (2001) havelooked at the CLASS statistis and onsider a range offators (e.g. external shear elds, mass distributions atterthan the light, shallow lensing mass proles, nite ore radii,satellite galaxies, et.) whih may inrease the frequeny ofradio quads. They onlude that none of the mehanismsprovide a ompelling solution to the problem. In Paper 3 itis onluded that the average elliptiity of the lensing masseshas to be 0.17 at 95% ondene level in order to t theobserved CLASS lensing statistis.6.2 Missing doubles and multi-path satteringCould we be systematially missing double lens systems?We believe not. The only way we an suggest that thismight oneivably happen is if the importane of a prop-agation eet suh as multi-path sattering ourring in theionised ISM of lensing galaxies has been underestimated.Sattering would have the eet of inreasing the angularsize of an image, and hene dereasing its measured surfaebrightness. Thus there would be a hane of rejeting a gen-uine system for the reason that the measured image surfaebrightnesses were dierent. This might be a problem onlyfor the 5 GHz VLBA observations whih have a resolutionof 3 mas. Multi-path sattering ourring in the lensinggalaxy has been invoked as a possibility in B1933+503 (Mar-low et al., 1999b), in PKS 1830-211 (Guirado et al., 1999), inB2114+024 (Augusto et al., 2001) and in B0218+357 (Biggset al., 2002). However, B0128+437 (Biggs et al., in prepara-tion) is the only possible ase we know amongst the60 linesof sight probed by CLASS ore images in whih an imagesurfae brightness appears to have been hanged enough topotentially aet our onlusions based on the 5 GHz VLBAobservations. It is a quad system in whih three of the imageshave a learly visible ompat ore omponent, whereas thefourth does not. Sine it is a quad, there was no diÆulty inreognizing it as a lensed system but, if one of the images ofa double system had sampled the same line of sight throughthe lensing galaxy, it might well have been rejeted. The size?? Atually there are ve quads plus one 6-image systemB1359+154 (Myers et al 1999; Rusin et al 2001a)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CLASS lens andidates 21of a sattered image is expeted to have a roughly 2 depen-dene and therefore high frequeny observations should bemuh less aeted. We plan 15 GHz VLBA observations of10 andidates that have been rejeted on the basis of sur-fae brightness dierenes in VLBA 5 GHz maps in order toeliminate any residual doubt about the ompleteness of theCLASS searh for double-image lens systems.6.3 Dark lenses?Using preliminary CLASS results on 13 lensed systems Jak-son et al. (1998b) argued that the detetion of the lensinggalaxy with the HST rules out the existene of a signiantnumber of dark lenses apable of produing image splittingsof 1 arse, as suggested by Hawkins (1998). We are now ina position to update this disussion given that there are nowoptial/infrared observations of suÆient quality to separatelensed images and lensing galaxies of 20 of the 22 CLASSlens systems. (For B0445+123 only ground-based imaging isurrently available and for B1555+375, existing HST imag-ing has not yet unambiguously revealed a lensing galaxy.)In all 20 ases the lensing galaxy is deteted. We stress thatwe have not used the absene of a lensing galaxy to ruleout lensing. There is just one ase in where a andidate haspassed all the basi radio tests and no lensing galaxy hasbeen deteted. J0831+524 (B0827+525 { Koopmans et al.,2000a) was disussed in Setion 4.1.2 and is the only possibledark lens andidate in CLASS. The aumulated evidene isagainst the lensing hypothesis although further observationsare planned. Thus the onlusion of Jakson et al. (1998b)that galaxy-mass dark lenses produing image separationsin the range 0.3 to 15 arse are rare is reinfored by theomplete CLASS results.6.4 Image separationsA histogram of image separations for all CLASS lens sys-tems is shown in Figure 11. The separations peak at justover 1 arse, not very dierent from the preditions ofTurner, Ostriker & Gott (1984). However, it should be notedthat there is evidene for multiple lensing galaxies in severalof the lens systems (B1127+385, B1359+154, B1608+656,B2108+213 and B2114+022) suggesting that the harater-isti image separation for lensing by a single galaxy may be1 arse.Only one lens system, B2108+213, has a maximum im-age separation 3 arse and that is \luster assisted"; i.e.the lens separation is aeted by the presene of severalother galaxies presumed to belong to the same luster orgroup as the dominant lensing galaxy. In this it resembles therst gravitational lens system to be disovered B0957+561(Walsh, Carswell & Weymann, 1979). We have searhed forsystems with image separations from 6 up to 15 arse andfound none (Phillips et al., 2002). Unsuessful searhes forsystems with separations 0.3 arse have been made (Au-gusto & Wilkinson, 2001; Wilkinson et al., 2001) but withsigniantly fewer objets than in the CLASS sample. Nev-ertheless they are suÆient to show that the lensing rate forsystems 0.3 arse is lower than that for 1 arse with ahigh degree of ondene. The peak in the histogram is real.
6.5 Time delay and the Hubble onstantOne of the aims of JVAS and CLASS was to identify lenssystems suitable for time delay measurements and Hubbleonstant determination. The seven systems whih have beenmonitored systematially for time delays are listed in Ta-ble 5. Four systems have measured time delays, three ofthem (B0218+357, B1600+434 and B1608+656) with suf-ient auray to lead to useful Hubble onstant determi-nations in the region of 70 km s 1 Mp 1. Koopmans &Fassnaht (1999) summarized the various gravitational lensH0 determinations at that time. Rened values based onanalyses of new observations of B0218+357, B1600+434 andB1608+656 are likely to be available shortly.7 CONCLUSIONSThe CLASS methodology, using high resolution radio obser-vations of at-spetrum radio soures to dene reliable andomplete samples of gravitational lens systems, works eÆ-iently. Many of the lens systems turn out to be suitable fortime delay measurements; time delays have been measuredfor three lens systems found in the survey and more willfollow. The point-soure lensing rate is 1:690 190 targets.The disussion of the impliations of the lensing statistisfor osmology and galaxy evolution is dis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